SEED OF LIFE INSTITUTE

New Workshop from Lyssa Royal Holt!

CELESTIAL

ALCHEMY

Activating Personal Transformation through the Galactic Heritage Cards

Held at Storm Wisdom
3375 E. Shea Blvd., A-1
(Shea Blvd & SR-51)
In North Phoenix.
Tuition: $275
For Registration, see
www.lyssaroyal.net or
www.solischool.org
(Schedule Section)
Lyssa Royal Holt has been an internationally
recognized trance channel, author, and
seminar leader since 1985. She is best
known for her groundbreaking books including The Prism of Lyra, and now for the Galactic Heritage Cards. She works extensively
in Japan but lives in Arizona and offers
workshops only twice per year in AZ. For
more info see www.lyssaroyal.net.

April 15-16, 2017 in Phoenix, Arizona
Saturday & Sunday, 10am to 5pm
Held at Storm Wisdom

In 2010, Lyssa Royal Holt channeled the Galactic Heritage Cards -- a set of 108 cards that
mirrors the evolutionary process of humans as part of our galactic family. These cards
are a tool that can offer profound insight into a person's spiritual journey on Earth as it is
connected to the patterns brought with them from the stars. After giving hundreds of
readings for clients and immersing herself in the immense depth of wisdom the cards
can offer, she is now offering an experiential training workshop to help individuals learn
to use the cards for their spiritual growth and to assist others as well. This 2-day workshop will include the following:
Day 1: Conceptual Foundations
On day one we will explore the foundations of the card system, why it works, and how to
access the bigger picture. We will also journey through sections of the cards (the ET species and themes) and examine their deeper meanings and how those meanings can be
applied to life on Earth now. Included will be:
* In depth channeled material about the ET species and card themes
* Basics of the card system and its structure
* Simple holographic theory and how the deck can create profound alchemy within us
* Instructional sample readings by Lyssa for some group members
* The role of intuition in using the cards
* Experiential exercises
Day 2: Practice and Methods
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On day 2, we will go more into the experience of not only reading the cards, but opening
ourselves to access the energy they can transmit to assist in our awakening process. The
day will include:
* Layouts and ways to use the cards
* Practice readings (group work)
* Experiential energy transmissions based on the cards
* Learn to feel the energy of the archetypal species in the deck
* Sample readings from Lyssa
* Much more!
For More Info & to Register: http://www.lyssaroyal.net/-schedule.html
The Galactic Heritage Cards may be purchased at Storm Wisdom or on Amazon.com

